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ADVANTAGESWHAT IT’S FOR HOW IT’S USED
Product is ready to use (no dilution required).
Application after laying on new surfaces: 
1.  1. Wash the floor thoroughly with DETERDEK 

(cement grouting) or FILACR10 (epoxy grouting).
2.  Apply FILAPD15 to clean dry floor and grouting, 

covering evenly with a paintbrush, sponge or fleece 
applicator pad.

3. Massaggiare la superficie per favorire la penetrazio-
ne del prodotto con panno, carta o monospazzola 
con disco bianco.  

3. Within 10 minutes from application, rub with a 
sponge, cotton cloth or single-brush machine 
(white disc), to help the product penetrate and 
completely remove any residue.

4. We recommend applying the product to 2/3 m2 at 
a time.

5. The surface is ready for use after 8 hours.
Application on untreated surfaces to be restored 
to original appearance:: 
1. Wash the floor with FILAPS87 and/or DETERDEK.
2. Apply FILAPD15 to clean dry floor, following the
instructions above.

FILApd15
Dirt anD stain repellent protector for lappato porcelain tiles

 Lappato porceLain 
tiLes

 specific product for all kinds of lappa-
to porcelain tiles

 the protection does not form a film 
and allows the surface to breathe.

 protection is permanent with no need 
for further application of the product.

 ready to use.
 Highly resistant to traffic and mainte-
nance washing.

 Does not yellow, UV resistant.
  High coverage.
  the product becomes an integral 
part of the material without altering its 
appearance.

 protects the surface from underfoot 
dirt and heavy traffic.

 restores sheen by increasing the 
material’s surface shine.

 Makes ordinary maintenance of lap-
pato porcelain tiles easier.

 penetrates deep down, protecting the 
material from water and oily stains.

 the protection reaches maximum 
effectiveness after 24 hours.

WARNING
• this is a solvent-based product; we recommend 
airing the room during application.

COMPOSITION
Mixture of siloxanic compounds dispersed in dea-
romatised hydrocarbon solvent.

LABELLING
Warning: Danger
Hazard statements:
flammable liquid and vapours. May
be fatal if swallowed and enters airways. 
Harmful to aquatic life with long-lasting 
effects. repeated exposure may cause skin 
dryness or cracking.
Precautionary statements:
if medical advice is needed, have product 
container or label at hand. Keep out of reach 
of children. Keep away from heat/sparks/open 
flames/ hot surfaces. no smoking. Wear protec-
tive gloves / protective clothing / eye protection / face 
protection. if sWalloWeD: immediately call a
poison centre or doctor/physician.
Dispose of contents / container in accordance with the 
regulations in force. contains: napHtHa (paraffin), 
HYDrotreateD HeaVY fraction.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Appearance: liquid
Colour: colourless
Odour: typical of hydrocarbon solvent
Density: 0,978 kg/litre
Flammability: 40°c
The information above reflects our latest technical 
know-how and is the outcome of ongoing laboratory 
research and testing. However, some factors are 
beyond our control. It is essential to integrate our 
suggestions with your own on-site preliminary tests 
and check. Fila accepts no liability for improper use 
of its products. 

With one litre:

Lappato porcelain tiles   
                                             70m2

“coverage rates are approximate and refer to a 
single coat of the product”

COVERAGE 

Packaging
1 litre tins: in box of 6
 

Advice:
In caso of stubborn product residues rub the 
surface with a cloth dipped in FILAPD15.
Warning:
It may enhance the colour of the material and/or 
grouting; carry out a spot test beforehand
to check for any changes in colour.
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